case study

Honeywell Helps Tesco Lotus Thailand Enhance Mobile Retail
Productivity and Customer Satisfaction
As consumer enthusiasm for the smart phone and app trend is
constantly increasing, along with rising industry competition and
regulations, the Asian retail sector is feeling the pressure to advance
their technology. Large retailers, such as Tesco Lotus Thailand, are
turning their attention to deploying technologies that support the
development of mobile retail app platforms featuring mobile coupons,
e-loyalty cards, e-wallet and other functions that improve productivity
and customer service. Tesco Lotus has launched their new mobile
retail system with the support of Honeywell Xenon 1900g 2D bar code
scanner.
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member points and make payments all
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“Our objectives in moving to a mobile
retail system are to improve productivity
and customer experience through the
introduction of a new smart phone app

despite any reflection and contrast
issues - a capability not offered by all
competitor scanning solutions.

Saroj Prombut. “Following internal lab
testing over a one month period and
on-site store testing, Honeywell Xenon
1900g stood out due to its aggressive
scan performance reading a range of
mobile barcodes.”
Tesco Lotus’ research found that using
no particular orientation at all, customers
can present their smart phone in front of
the scanner, with a clear beep indicating
the barcode is instantly read and the
transaction processed. They also
conducted a customer survey during

in-store testing, which revealed a positive
85 percent customer satisfaction.
The scanner’s high performance was
further proved through better reading
of some hard-to-read grocery product
barcodes, such as those on plastic bags
or cans.
With these clear advantages, Tesco
Lotus quickly decided to integrate the
scanning solution with their upgraded
POS system across 1,200 stores in
Thailand.
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productivity, more effective marketing

“Honeywell Scanning & Mobility is
pleased to provide a perfect product
solution to Tesco Lotus with our
local partner Planet T&S support”,
commented Mr. Tawan Jandang,
Thailand Country Sales Manager
of Honeywell Scanning & Mobility

Mr. Saroj Prombut also mentioned that
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code scanning technology, which is now

which will enable customers to pay

proved by the sales win of Tesco Lotus
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again. We are committed to continuous

scanning an electronic QR bar code from

renovation and will keep working

“We are very satisfied by the visible

their smart phones as well. “In Thailand,

together with our local partners to offer

results brought by the Honeywell

70% of the bill payment takes places

the best product and services to our

Xenon 1900g.” commented Mr. Saroj

in convenience stores. By introducing

customers.”

Prombut, IT Manager of Tesco Lotus

this new electronic bill payment system,

Store and Retail Service. “Tesco Lotus is

Tesco Lotus wishes to bring greater

promotions, but also greater customer
satisfaction. The internal statistics
of Tesco Lotus shows that there is a
significant sales increase since the new
system implementation.
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